**Awareness**

*Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades*

---

**Unsurpassed Taste and Smell Discipline**
- Permanent taste becomes godlike, enabling the Solar to add scentless creatures to her scent library, identify poison with the slightest taste and much more. Refer to the book.

**Keen Taste and Scent Technique**
- Any 3 Non-Excellency Awareness Charms can also be activated in addition.

**Foe-Scenting Method**
- Adds one success to an Awareness roll to detect hidden persons by the air they displace. Adds one success to an Awareness roll to detect hidden characters, based on their familiarity with the Solar.

**Scent-Honing Prana**
- Any 2 Keen (Sense) Techniques, the voice is as clear as if the speaker was in the same room.

**Permanently upgrades the prerequisite.**

---

**Eyeless Harbinger Awareness**
- When confronting Stealth or Larceny actions, this Charm creates cascading rerolls of 10s.

**Blink**
- Feel movement through touched surfaces up to short range or more with its prerequisite active.

**Keen Hearing and Scent Technique**
- Any 2 Keen (Sense) Techniques, when confronting Stealth or Larceny actions, this Charm creates cascading rerolls of 10s.

**Surprise Anticipation Method**
- A successful attack does not knock the target out of stealth near the Solar.

**Keen Sight Technique**
- Increases vision to superhuman levels. Among other benefits, the Solar can identify fabrics with but a touch, recognize individual scents, hear ants marching outside and much more.

**Eye of the Unconquered Sun**
- Increases taste and smell to superhuman levels. Among other benefits, the Solar can recognize individual scents, identify poison with the slightest taste and much more. Refer to the book.

**食べてごめんなさい**
- A personal “Thank You” and dedication to all the people who helped make Exalted 3 a reality: John, Holden, Rich and all the others, from the developers to the playtesters. Props to you all.